
Through the use of its proprietary SmartSeries™ offerings, Lighthouse eDiscovery cuts clients’ ediscovery costs by effectively 

and efficiently reducing the volume of data subject to review and automating workflows to analyze, categorize, and report on 

both relevant and privileged data. ReviewSmart adds value to the SmartSeries by providing a fast, accurate, and cost effective 

way to improve your document review process.

ReviewSmart™
Technology Assisted Review Solution

What challenges does it address?
Review is by far the most expensive stage of ediscovery, consuming nearly 75 percent of a typical ediscovery budget. 

Corporations are on a constant quest to cut review costs because hiring teams of attorneys to conduct a linear review of all the 

documents in a corpus is time consuming, costly, and commonly leads to inconsistent results.

ReviewSmart is Lighthouse’s augmented technology-

assisted review (TAR) solution that pairs software solutions 

from Equivio, kCura, and Lighthouse with Lighthouse’s 

middleware and unmatched expertise. ReviewSmart is 

trained based on an expert reviewer’s decisions on a small 

sample of the documents and then leverages complex 

algorithms to apply those decisions to the remainder 

of the documents in the corpus. With the results of the 

ReviewSmart process, you can prioritize which documents 

to review first, review only the documents the system categorizes as responsive, or simply produce the documents the system 

categorizes as responsive. Regardless of the approach you choose, RedactSmart delivers substantial cost savings in both 

hosting expenses and attorney review hours and increases consistency of review decisions across your case.

Quickly identifies 
non-responsive 
documents that require 
little to no review.

Improves review 
efficiency

Complex algorithms 
can apply decisions to 
millions of documents 
in minutes.

Reduces review 
volume

Ensures review 
consistency

Decisions are 
applied with greater 
consistency than 
with human review.

Provides tremendous 
cost savings

Costly hosting fees and 
attorney review hours 
incurred during linear 
review are minimized.

SOLUTION OVERVIEW



Contact us to use 
ReviewSmart on your 
next case.

About Lighthouse

Lighthouse eDiscovery guides clients through every aspect of ediscovery, from 
the simplest projects to the most complex, risky matters. Our experienced, 
dedicated client teams deliver with high velocity, unparalleled quality, and 
a pragmatic focus on lowering overall ediscovery costs. We develop highly 
innovative applications built on leading third–party technology, making it more 
effective and easier to use, and we custom–engineer solutions to specific client 
requirements. Our client–aligned approach has enabled us to form long–term 
relationships with many of the world’s leading corporations and top law firms 
who rely on Lighthouse to meet all of their ediscovery needs.
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Data Validation

Knowing the relevant software is not enough to ensure success with TAR — the process is equally important. Making that 

process defensible requires considerable statistical analysis, a deep understanding of the underlying technology, and the ability 

to explain the process and decisions made at each step.

With ReviewSmart, Lighthouse is here to be that expert resource for you. We have a well-established workflow that includes 

sample selection, validation rounds, statistical analysis, and stringent quality control. Additionally, our experts hold degrees 

in related fields and have decades of ediscovery review experience. Relying on an expert with knowledge of the law, the 

dynamics of ediscovery, the technology behind ReviewSmart, and the statistical analysis that supports a defensible process, 

our clients can be confident in a successful and defensible outcome.

What is the benefit to you?
ReviewSmart delivers better quality and faster results than 

human-eye first-pass review. By concentrating the decisions to 

an individual or small group of experts, you get better quality 

decisions across your whole document set. You can use these 

decisions to eliminate documents from review or prioritize your 

review. You also get through large document sets much faster because the number of documents needed for training is minimal. 

Finally, your overall review costs are lower because you are able to exclude significant documents from eyes–on review. By 

amplifying the decisions of a few expert reviewers on a small subset of documents, you can come to a more precise data set in 

days as opposed to weeks or months.

Reducing review volume without reducing reviewed content—ReviewSmart is a safe and effective way to quickly, accurately, 

and cost effectively conduct first-pass review. This and other examples of efficient and effective workflow, process, and reporting 

are available through Lighthouse eDiscovery’s SmartSeries.

On a recent project, ReviewSmart 
enabled our client to cut their projected 
cost of linear review by 60%.


